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SUMMARY
We accelerate a three-dimensional finite-difference in the time domain (FDTD) wave propa-
gation code by a factor between about 20 and 60 compared to a serial implementation using
Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) computing on NVIDIA graphics cards with the CUDA pro-
gramming language. We describe the implementation of the code in CUDA to simulate the
propagation of seismic waves in a heterogeneous elastic medium. We also implement Convo-
lution Perfectly Matched Layers (CPMLs) on the graphics cards to efficiently absorb outgoing
waves on the fictitious edges of the grid. We show that the code that runs on a graphics card
gives the expected results by comparing our results to those obtained by running the same simu-
lation on a classical processor core. The methodology that we present can be used for Maxwell’s
equations as well because their form is similar to that of the seismic wave equation written in
velocity vector and stress tensor.
1 INTRODUCTION
Finite-difference (FD) techniques in the time domain (FDTD) are widely used to solve wave equations such as Maxwell’s equations (Yee
1966) or the seismic wave equation (Alterman & Karal 1968; Madariaga 1976; Virieux 1986), and have been used to solve Navier-Stokes’
equations as well (Chorin 1968). For a recent thorough review on FD applied to the seismic wave equation see e.g. Moczo et al. (2007).
When more geometrical flexibility is needed for instance to handle geometrically complex models other techniques such as a pseudospectral
technique (e.g., Carcione & Wang (1993); Komatitsch et al. (1996)), a boundary-element method (e.g., Kawase (1988); Vai et al. (1999)), a
spectral-element method (e.g., Liu et al. (2004); Chaljub et al. (2007); Tromp et al. (2008)) or a discontinuous Galerkin technique (e.g., Reed
& Hill (1973); Falk & Richter (1999); Hu et al. (1999); Cockburn et al. (2000); Giraldo et al. (2002); Rivière & Wheeler (2003); Monk &
Richter (2005); Grote et al. (2006); Bernacki et al. (2006); Dumbser & Käser (2006)) are sometimes needed, but because of its simplicity FD
remains very widely used.
FD is often used in conjunction with a Perfectly Matched Layer (PML) to absorb waves on the artificial edges of the numerical grid to
mimic an infinite or semi-infinite medium (see e.g. Bérenger (1994) for Maxwell’s equations and Hastings et al. (1996); Chew & Liu (1996);
Collino & Tsogka (2001) for the seismic wave equation); or even better a Convolution PML (CPML) can be used to improve the behavior
of the discrete PML for waves impinging the artificial edges of the grid at grazing incidence (see e.g. Roden & Gedney (2000) for CPML
for Maxwell’s equations, Festa & Vilotte (2005); Festa et al. (2005) for split CPMLs for seismic waves and Martin et al. (2005); Martin &
Komatitsch (2006); Komatitsch & Martin (2007); Drossaert & Giannopoulos (2007); Martin et al. (2008a,b); Martin & Komatitsch (2009);
Kristek et al. (2009) for unsplit CPMLs for seismic waves. More recently a formulation of the unsplit CPML that can easily be extended to
higher-order time schemes, called the Auxiliary Differential Equation PML (ADE-PML), has been introduced by Gedney & Zhao (2010)
for Maxwell’s equations and by Martin et al. (2010) for the seismic wave equation. An improved sponge layer, improperly called the split
Multiaxial PML (M-PML), has been suggested by Meza-Fajardo & Papageorgiou (2008), but the perfectly matched character of Bérenger
(1994) is lost because of the coupling introduced between derivatives along more than one grid axis.
In recent years, computing on graphics cards (also known as ‘Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) computing’) has been used to accelerate
non-graphical applications with respect to calculations performed on a classical Central Processing Unit (CPU) processor core (see e.g.
Owens et al. (2007) or Kirk & Hwu (2010)). A number of physical problems have been solved, e.g., molecular dynamics simulations (Yang
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et al. 2007; Anderson et al. 2008), fluid dynamics simulations (Brandvik & Pullan 2007; Elsen et al. 2008), or astrophysical calculations
(Nyland et al. 2007). Regarding FD, several applications have been ported to GPUs as early as 2004 (Krakiwsky et al. 2004a,b; Baron et al.
2005; Humphrey et al. 2006; Adams et al. 2007; Price et al. 2007; Abdelkhalek 2007; Inman et al. 2007; Balevic et al. 2008a,b; Valcarce
et al. 2008; Inman & Elsherbeni 2008; Micikevicius 2009; Abdelkhalek et al. 2009). Some of the other numerical techniques mentioned
above for seismic wave propagation have recently been successfully ported to GPUs, for instance the spectral-element method by Komatitsch
et al. (2009) in the case of one GPU and by Komatitsch et al. (2010a,b) in the case of a cluster of many GPUs used in parallel, and the
discontinuous Galerkin method by Klöckner et al. (2009).
GPU programming on NVIDIA graphics cards has become significantly easier with the introduction at the end of 2006 of the CUDA
programming language (NVIDIA Corporation 2009a), which is relatively easy to learn because its syntax is similar to C. Regarding FD for
seismic reverse time migration in the case of an acoustic medium with constant density, Abdelkhalek (2007) and Micikevicius (2009) (from
NVIDIA corporation, the developers of GPU hardware and of CUDA) have recently introduced optimized implementations. Abdelkhalek
et al. (2009) extended it to the acoustic case with heterogeneous density. In this article, we use CUDA to solve the seismic wave equation in
the more complex fully heterogeneous (including for density) elastic case on several GPUs used in parallel. We improve upon Micikevicius
(2009) by applying his methodology to the full elastic wave equation and to a real three-dimensional (3D) model, by adding CPML absorbing
layers, by making access to these CPML arrays faster on the GPU by resorting to so-called ‘CUDA texture fetching’ to access them and
overcome the limited amount of shared memory that is available on the GPU hardware, and finally by using message passing (MPI, see e.g.
Gropp et al. (1994)) to use several GPUs in parallel efficiently.
2 THE SEISMIC WAVE EQUATION AND A CLASSICAL FINITE-DIFFERENCE DISCRETIZATION
We consider a linear isotropic elastic rheology for the solid medium, and therefore the seismic wave equation can be written in the strong,
i.e., differential, form
ρü = ∇ · σ + f ,
σ = c : ε ,
ε = 1
2
[∇u + (∇u)T ] ,
(1)
where u denotes the displacement vector, σ the symmetric, second-order stress tensor, ε the symmetric, second-order strain tensor, c the
fourth-order stiffness tensor, ρ the density, and f an external source force. The double tensor contraction operation is denoted by a colon, a
superscript T denotes the transpose, and a dot over a symbol indicates time differentiation. The physical domain of the model is denoted by
Ω and its outer boundary by Γ. The material properties of the solid, C and ρ, can be spatially heterogeneous.
In the classical velocity-stress formulation that is used in most FD implementations (e.g., Collino & Tsogka 2001; Moczo et al. 2007),
one rewrites Eq. (1) as a first-order system whose unknowns are the velocity vector v and the stress tensor σ:
ρ∂tv = ∇ · σ,
∂tσ = c :∇v . (2)
The boundary condition at the free surface of the medium is that the traction vector τ must be zero everywhere at the surface Γ, i.e.,
τ = σ · n̂ = 0 , (3)
where n̂ is the outgoing normal to the surface Γ.
Discretization of the first-order system (2) together with the free surface boundary condition (3) is then classically performed based on
the staggered grid of Figure 1, which was introduced for Maxwell’s equations by Yee (1966) and for the seismic wave equation by Madariaga
(1976). Our goal here is not to describe in detail the classical finite-difference discretization of the seismic wave equation written in velocity
vector and stress tensor because such a description can be found in numerous textbooks and articles (see e.g. Collino & Tsogka (2001), and
Moczo et al. (2007) for a thorough review). Let us just recall that in the finite-difference method partial spatial derivatives are approximated
by discrete operators involving differences between adjacent grid points, as in the stencil of Figure 2, which represents the fourth-order
spatial operator that we use in our ‘ONDES3D’ software package (Aochi & Douglas 2006). As an example, the spatial first derivative ∂xu
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u(i+ 2, j, k)− u(i− 1, j, k)
∆x
. (5)
In practice people often resort to optimized spatial coefficients designed to minimize overall numerical dispersion, for instance those of
Holberg (1987), but this has no influence on the GPU implementation discussed herein. At the free surface of the model, in the vertical
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direction we switch to a second-order spatial operator in order to be able to implement the free surface condition, as done classically (see e.g.
Moczo et al. (2007)). Time evolution is performed based on a staggered central finite-difference approximation, as in Virieux (1986).
In regional or local seismology in many cases one is interested in simulating a semi-infinite medium with a free upper surface. All the
edges of the grid except the top edge are then artificial and outgoing waves should be absorbed there in order to simulate a semi-infinite
medium. We use the unsplit CPML technique of Komatitsch & Martin (2007), also analyzed by Kristek et al. (2009), which consists in




∂x + ψx , (6)
where ψx is a memory variable whose time evolution is governed at each time step by an additional equation:
ψnx = bxψ
n−1
x + ax (∂x)
n− 12 . (7)
This implies that significantly more equations need to be solved in the PML regions, in particular near the corners of the 3D grid, because
contributions coming from the PML layers located along x, y and z are summed there and one memory variable and thus a time evolution
equation is needed for each; but this is acceptable because the PML regions are small compared to the rest of the model.







(bx − 1) , (9)
where κx ≥ 1, dx ≥ 0 and αx ≥ 0 are three real damping coefficients. We refer the reader to Komatitsch & Martin (2007) for more details.
Note that if a higher-order time scheme were used, one should resort to an Auxiliary Differential Equation (ADE) implementation of the
PML optimized at grazing incidence instead of a convolutional implementation, as introduced by Martin et al. (2010).
3 IMPLEMENTATION ON GRAPHICS CARDS USING CUDA
Let us first summarize a few key concepts regarding programming GPU graphics cards with CUDA, and then see how to port our elastic
wave propagation code to it.
3.1 A brief summary of GPU programming concepts
For readers not familiar with details of CUDA or GPU programming, let us briefly explain the programming model that supports the fine-
grained parallel architecture of NVIDIA GPUs. Considering the potentially very high performance increase that one may get for a wide
range of applications by porting them to GPUs, it is of interest to become familiar with these new programming concepts, which are sig-
nificantly different from classical serial programming in Fortran or C on a CPU. In the glossary of Table 1 we briefly explain some of
the terms most commonly used in the context of graphics cards and CUDA and that are used several times in the rest of the article. For
more details the reader is referred to the CUDA documentation (NVIDIA Corporation 2009a) and GPU/CUDA conference tutorials (see e.g.
http://gpgpu.org/developer).
The official CUDA documentation (NVIDIA Corporation 2009a) and publications related to CUDA (see Section 1) often use varying
terminologies, in particular when defining the notion of a computing ‘core’ on GPUs. In this article, we identify each so-called ‘multiproces-
sor’ of a GPU with a ‘Single Instruction, Multiple Data (SIMD) core’. The individual thread processors within each multiprocessor, which
are called ‘streaming processor cores’ or ‘CUDA cores’ in NVIDIA literature, share the instruction stream and can therefore be viewed as
arithmetic logic units (ALUs).
The code that gets executed on the GPU is called a calculation ‘kernel’. This kernel is launched on a grid of thread blocks. Threads
inside the same block can be synchronized, but no synchronization is possible between blocks. The different blocks are placed on the
different multiprocessors by a scheduler that removes stalled blocks waiting for input to or output from memory and launches thread blocks
that are ready for execution. The same physical multiprocessor can execute several blocks, and the order in which blocks are assigned to
multiprocessors is undefined. There is always an implicit synchronization between kernel calls on dependent data (i.e., when some of the
output of one kernel is used as input to the next).
The memory available on the graphics card is distributed between threads and thread blocks. Each thread has its own registers, whose
access is extremely fast but whose total number is limited. Each thread block can use a small amount of low-latency on-chip ‘shared memory’,
which can be read from and written to by all the threads of the same block. This is an efficient way for threads within one block to exchange
data. Read/write access to it is always very fast, however the cost of some access patterns is higher than others.
In numerical techniques such as the finite-difference method that compute values on a grid of mesh points, in a classical programming
model on a CPU calculations are performed sequentially for each point by the same thread. The programming model on a GPU is very
different: the calculations are going to be done in parallel by an extremely high number of very lightweight threads, typically hundreds of
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thousands. Often in an FD code one decides to use one thread per mesh point. As seen above, in CUDA these threads are grouped in thread
blocks, and these blocks are grouped in a grid of blocks. The threads within one block are assigned to consecutive so-called ‘warps’ of 32
threads.
Central memory (called ‘global memory’) is common to all the threads and is the place where one stores arrays and data that need to
be shared between different kernels. In current GPU hardware it does not possess any cache mechanism and input/output to it is very slow
('500-600 clock cycles). For read-only accesses, global memory can be read through a so-called ‘texture fetching’ mechanism that has a
cache.
The threads of a given block are executed on the vectorial processors (the multiprocessors) of the graphics card by groups of 16, called
a ‘half-warp’. Accesses to global memory can be ‘coalesced’ automatically by the GPU hardware into, in the best case, a single, large and
efficient memory transaction per half-warp of 16 threads. Whether this happens depends on a number of relatively severe restrictions on the
memory access pattern and on data alignment (see e.g. Bell & Garland (2009)); in such a case, memory performance is maximized.
If the code that is run by the 16 threads of a half-warp is the same and if the data that they need can be accessed in a coalesced fashion,
the half-warp is executed fully in parallel in one pass, leading to optimal performance. Otherwise the half-warp is called ‘divergent’ and is cut
automatically by the system into non-diverging pieces that are executed one after the other, i.e., serialized, leading to reduced performance.
Each multiprocessor can handle 512 threads simultaneously, switching to the next available warp when the currently executed one
stalls, for instance because it is waiting for input from or output to memory. These switches are extremely fast, with almost no overhead,
because they are performed directly by the hardware of the graphics card and not by software. The actual number of thread blocks that run
simultaneously is determined by the amount of resources used, in particular registers and shared memory. This is the way a GPU maximizes
the utilization of its multiprocessors and thus the overall execution speed.
The key issue to get an efficient code on a GPU is to manage to overlap the huge access time (latency time) to data stored in memory
by always having blocks ready to be computed while other blocks are waiting for input from or output to memory. This implies having a
large-enough number of blocks to schedule, and also minimizing accesses to global memory, in particular redundant reads inside a block of
threads, by loading these data once to shared memory, from which all the threads of a thread block will then be able to read them in a much
faster fashion.
One of the main drawbacks of current GPUs is the fact that the amount of shared memory and the number of registers is drastically
limited. This limits the number of threads and of thread blocks that can run simultaneously on the graphics card. The ratio between the
number of thread blocks that run simultaneously in a given kernel and the theoretical maximum number of thread blocks that the hardware
could in principle run simultaneously is called the ‘multiprocessor occupancy’ or simply the ‘occupancy’ in the CUDA literature. It can be
viewed as the fraction of the theoretical peak computation power of the graphics card that is really used by the application. When porting an
application to a GPU, it is therefore important to try to maximize the occupancy by minimizing the resources used by the threads and thread
blocks.
However in practice it can be difficult to reach high occupancy in some parts of a complex application because often a significant amount
of shared memory must be used, and it may be very difficult to reduce the total number of registers used because it is defined mostly by the
CUDA compiler itself without any control on it from the user. This issue is not specific to GPU computing: on classical processors there
is often a large difference between the theoretical peak performance and the sustained performance of the running application, i.e., only a
small part of the theoretical peak computational power is actually used. Let us also note that in many applications the performance of the
code is limited by the bandwidth of accesses to memory and not by the speed of the calculations, for instance in applications in which only
a small or medium number of calculations is performed on each value read from memory, which is a common case. Such codes are called
‘bandwidth bound’. In such a case, trying to increase occupancy in a CUDA kernel might be counterproductive because if more blocks can
be executed simultaneously then there is more latency in memory accesses that must be overlapped, which is difficult. Thus, and contrary to
what people do when programming classical CPUs, one can often increase performance on a GPU by purposely recomputing things that are
needed several times in an algorithm rather than storing them in memory, in order to increase the calculations/memory accesses ratio.
3.2 Porting our elastic wave propagation algorithm to a GPU
The main difficulty when implementing a finite-difference code on a GPU comes from the stencil of Figure 2. For a fourth-order spatial
operator, the thread that handles the calculation of point (i, j, k) needs to know the fields (and therefore access the arrays) at point (i, j, k)
but also (i+ 1, j, k), (i+ 2, j, k), (i− 1, j, k), (i− 2, j, k), (i, j + 1, k), and so on, thus of the point that it handles and of 12 neighboring
points. This implies that 13 accesses to global memory are needed on the GPU to handle each grid point, which is a very high value, keeping
in mind that access to global memory is very slow as seen above.
But because threads that belong to the same block of threads can access common values using much faster shared memory, it is possible
to significantly reduce this number of memory accesses per grid point and thus drastically improve performance. Since we use an explicit time
scheme, values computed in the whole grid at a given time t depend only on past values already computed and are therefore independent. We
can thus implement spatial parallelism by computing many grid points in parallel. We have seen above that because GPUs require massive
multithreading based on very lightweight threads, we will use a different thread to handle each grid point. We have also seen that, in CUDA,
threads are grouped in thread blocks. The most intuitive approach is to use a cubic distribution of threads (Figure 3(a)). This way, each thread
will load the values of the arrays at the grid point it handles from global memory to shared memory, and thus inside a given block of threads
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many neighboring points of the finite-difference stencil of Figure 2 are automatically loaded to shared memory by the other threads of the
block because with such a cubic distribution of threads by definition they handle these neighboring points. However, for points located on
the edges of the block, some of the neighboring points do not belong to the block but rather to an external ‘halo’ drawn in Figure 3(a). These
halo points also need to be loaded to shared memory, which results in a small number of additional reads from global memory for some of
the threads of the thread block. The intuitive approach of using a cubic distribution of threads allows one to reduce the ratio between the
number of grid points and the size of the halo, as illustrated in Figure 3(a). Unfortunately in practice on current GPUs there is not enough
shared memory to allow one to use 3D blocks large enough to sufficiently reduce this ratio, and therefore this approach cannot be efficiently
implemented.
We therefore turn to a more efficient 2D approach, introduced by Micikevicius (2009), which uses a sliding computation window. This
idea is somewhat similar to the approach of Graves (1996) to run large 3D FD simulations on a computer that does not have enough memory
by storing parts of the grid to external storage, for instance a hard drive, a technique known in computer science as ‘out of core’ storage.
Instead of subdividing the 3D volume into 3D sub-volumes with halos and distributing them along the grid of thread blocks for a one
pass calculation, as done in the 3D approach, the 2D approach consists in tiling a 2D cut plane of the volume (for instance in the X and Y
directions of the finite-difference grid) with 2D tiles, each tile corresponding to a block of threads. One can then iterate along the third (and
last) direction, e.g. the Z direction, shifting the halo points for this last direction in registers organized in a pipeline fashion, taking advantage
of the fact that access to these registers is extremely fast. The data of the 2D mesh tile and its halos (Figure 3(b)) are loaded in shared memory
from global memory. To do this, each thread first loads the data corresponding to the grid point it handles into shared memory, and then the
halos are loaded in a second step. We use four registers per thread to store the data values corresponding to points located in k + 1, k + 2,
k− 1 and k− 2. We then iterate on k and use these four registers as a shifting register (or equivalently a one-dimensional sliding window or
pipeline), loading the new value in k+2 and discarding the old value in k−2 at each iteration. It turns out that this approach is more efficient
than the intuitive 3D approach. As we have seen, without any optimization 13 memory accesses are needed per grid point for each array that
needs to be read in our FD scheme. With the intuitive 3D approach and for a spatial FD operator of order k and with cubic 3D threads blocks
of size n × n × n in Figure 3(a), (n3+3kn2)
n3
memory accesses per grid point and per array read are needed. If we compare the number of
accesses needed per grid point and per array read between the 3D approach with cubic blocks of 125 threads, i.e., n = 5, and the 2D approach
with blocks of 16 × 8 = 128 threads, for our fourth-order operator (k = 4) and for n = 5 we get 3.4 memory accesses per grid point, and
for our implementation of the 2D approach we need only ((8×16)+k×8+k×16)/(8×16) = 1.75 memory accesses per grid point, i.e.,
approximately twice fewer. In spite of this drastic reduction, a value of 1.75 still implies that the code will be bandwidth bound because the
number of (slow) memory accesses per grid point will not be very small compared to the number of (very fast) calculations performed at that
point, i.e., comparatively slow memory accesses will be the main limiting factor. This is intrinsically related to the finite-difference method
and nothing more can be done to avoid it. Let us note that NVIDIA has announced their new ‘FERMI’ architecture (NVIDIA Corporation
2009b), which will have a cache system for access to global memory and which should therefore make this issue less critical.
The optimal size to use for the 2D blocks of threads depends strongly on the resources available on the GPU, in particular the amount of
shared memory and the number of registers available. As we have seen above, using more registers and/or more shared memory per thread
reduces the occupancy of the code on the GPU and may thus have a significant negative impact on performance. In our case, for a NVIDIA
GeForce 8800 GTX video card, using the “CUDA GPU occupancy calculator” provided by NVIDIA in the CUDA software distribution we
have been able to determine that blocks of 8 × 16 = 128 threads give the best result and an occupancy of 1/6 ' 0.167, which is not too
problematic, as seen above, because the code is bandwidth-bound.
Even if the above approach enables us to reduce the number of accesses to global memory, there are constraints imposed by the GPU
hardware to get a good level of parallelism, in particular regarding the coalescence of accesses to global memory. On the NVIDIA 8800 GTX
video card that we use, to get perfectly coalesced reads when accessing single-precision floats, first the 16 threads of a half-warp must access
32-bit data (one float), resulting in a 64-byte memory transaction (16 floats). Second, these 16 floats must reside in the same memory segment
of 64 bytes, which implies that the address of the first float must be a multiple of 64 bytes, i.e., this is a memory alignment constraint. And
third, the threads must access the floats in an ordered sequence: the k-th thread of the half-warp must access the k-th float. To honor these
three constraints in the code, we align the first point of the mesh on a multiple of 64 bytes, using zero padding in memory if needed. This
way, each thread automatically uses perfectly coalesced reads from and writes to the (i, j, k) grid point that it handles. This is true for all the
points handled by the thread block but not for the points that belong to the halo (Figure 3(b)) because the reads for these halo points cannot
honor the three above constraints.
To efficiently access the one-dimensional damping profile parameters in the CPML absorbing layers, which are read-only values that
can be stored in one-dimensional arrays whose size is the thickness (in grid points) of each CPML layer, we use a so-called ‘texture fetching’
mechanism of CUDA, also called a one-dimensional texture, because it possesses a cache and therefore allows faster access to these arrays.
The code is implemented in single precision, which is sufficient in the vast majority of seismic modeling applications in the time
domain based on an explicit time scheme (see e.g. Komatitsch & Tromp (1999) and Komatitsch et al. (2009) and benchmarks therein). The
first advantage is reduced memory storage, by a factor of exactly two. Another advantage is faster calculations on the GPU, because according
to the specifications given by the vendors, theoretical peak performance is between eight (on NVIDIA cards equipped with a GT200 chip,
such as our 8800 GTX), five (AMD RV870 chip) and two (NVIDIA GT300 chip) times slower in double precision than in single precision.
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However it is worth mentioning that in algorithms such as finite differences that are intrinsically memory bound this issue is less critical than
it may sound because the main limitation is slow memory accesses, not the speed of calculations, as seen above.
Host to device (i.e., CPU to GPU) or device to host (i.e., GPU to CPU) data transfers often have a severe impact on performance in
codes ported to a GPU because these transfers go through a PCI-Express bus on the motherboard, whose bandwidth is limited compared to
the speed of execution of the code on the GPU. Fortunately this is not a problem in our FD code when a single GPU is used because the two
main calculations in the algorithm, namely the calculation of the stress tensor and then the calculation of the velocity vector, which require
more than 95% of the total number of operations, are performed entirely on the GPU without any transfer to/from the host. At each time step
of the time loop, only one small transfer is required at the end in order to store that time step of the seismogram (i.e., the final result we are
interested in) on the CPU, for instance to save it on the hard drive at the end of the simulation. Tests not shown here have demonstrated that
this represents at most a few percent of the total execution time of the code and is therefore not a problem in practice.
3.3 Using several GPUs in parallel based on message passing (MPI)
Let us now explain how several GPUs can be used in parallel to perform the calculations. Micikevicius (2009) already presented a method-
ology to use up to 4 GPUs on a single node in the acoustic case with constant density, achieving linear scaling by overlapping inter-GPU
communication with computation, and Abdelkhalek et al. (2009) described a way of running on a GPU cluster using overlapped non-blocking
message passing communications between GPU nodes based on the Message-Passing Interface (MPI, see e.g. Gropp et al. (1994)). Here we
extend such a message-passing approach to the heterogeneous elastic case with CPML absorbing layers that we have presented above for an
implementation on a single GPU.
To implement MPI communications in our GPU application, we choose the simplest way: each GPU is managed by a separate CPU
core. We do not use a more complex implementation that could for instance be based on threads, in which a CPU core could handle more than
one GPU. We use non-blocking MPI communications between compute nodes and we implement a classical technique (see e.g. Danielson
& Namburu (1998)) to overlap the communication time with computations performed on each GPU: we compute values for points that need
to be exchanged with other GPUs first, i.e., points that are located along cut planes between adjacent mesh slices, and then we compute other
(inner) points not shared with any neighbor while the non-blocking messages are traveling across the network. Achieving effective overlap
requires that the ratio of the number of inner to outer grid points be sufficiently large, which is the case for large enough mesh slices. Under
these conditions, the non-blocking MPI data transfer will statistically likely complete before the completion of the computation of the inner
elements, and thus have negligible cost.
This classical approach can be decomposed into the following steps:
1) first compute values for points that need to be exchanged (i.e., the outer points of each MPI slice)
2) extract MPI buffers from the main arrays
3) launch asynchronous MPI ‘send’ and ‘receive’ calls for these buffers
4) compute values for the inner points inside each mesh slice while the non-blocking messages are traveling across the network
5) wait for all the communications to arrive (if effective overlap is achieved, this step has negligible cost)
6) update the main arrays based on the content of the MPI buffers received
In our multi-GPU code, we implement this algorithm with two more steps, as illustrated in Figure 4:
2bis) copy the MPI buffers created from a given GPU to the CPU core that handles it
5bis) copy the MPI buffers received from a given CPU core to the GPU it handles.
Because the arrays are stored on the GPU video card, steps 2) and 6) are performed on the GPUs using dedicated CUDA kernels.
4 NUMERICAL VALIDATION AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
GPU hardware is available in two different flavors: relatively cheap video cards that can be installed on classical PCs that users already pos-
sess, and higher-end and more expensive dedicated graphics computing servers, for instance NVIDIA’s TESLA machines. Let us study both
categories for our finite-difference application, the first category targeting low cost and the second targeting more demanding applications,
for instance calculations that require more memory. Our first experimental setup is therefore a cheap (its typical cost currently being around
US$250) NVIDIA GeForce 8800 GTX video card installed in the PCI Express 1 bus of a quad-processor dual-core 64-bit AMD Opteron
2.8 GHz PC with 8 gigabytes of RAM memory and running Linux kernel 2.6.9. The 8800 GTX card has 16 multiprocessors, i.e., 128 cores,
and 768 megabytes of memory. The bandwidth for the memory transfers is 86.4 gigabytes per second, with a memory bus width of 384 bits.
Our second experimental setup is a cluster of 48 Teslas S1070 at CCRT/CEA/GENCI in Bruyères-le-Châtel, France; each Tesla S1070 has
four GT200 GPUs and two PCI Express-2 buses (i.e., two GPUs share a PCI Express-2 bus). The GT200 cards have 4 GB of memory, and
the memory bandwidth is 102 gigabytes per second with a memory bus width of 512 bits. The Teslas are connected to BULL Novascale
R422 E1 nodes with two quad-core Intel Xeon Nehalem processors operating at 2.93 GHz. Each node has 24 GB of RAM and runs Linux
kernel 2.6.18. The network is Infiniband.
First, on a single GT200 card, we determined experimentally (by trying to allocate increasingly larger chunks of memory) that out of
the 4 gigabytes of memory that are installed on that GPU, approximately 3.9 gigabytes are available to the user (the rest is likely used by the
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system to store the code itself, and also maybe for CUDA texture binding). The largest 3D model that we can thus use has a size of 53.9 km ×
48.3 km × 18.8 km discretized using a grid of 540 × 484 × 189 points, i.e., with grid cells of size 100 m in the three spatial directions. The
model is heterogeneous and composed of two horizontal elastic layers in contact. The lower layer has a pressure wave velocity of 6000 m.s−1,
a shear wave velocity of 3460 m.s−1, and a density of 2700 kg.m−3. The upper layer has a pressure wave velocity of 4200 m.s−1, a shear
wave velocity of 2422 m.s−1, and a density of 2300 kg.m−3. The interface between the two layers is located at a depth of 1400 m. The values
of the pressure wave velocity, shear wave velocity and density are stored at each grid point; thus, more complex heterogeneous models could
be handled in the context of real seismological applications. We take a time step of 8 ms and we simulate a total of 1000 time steps, i.e.,
a total duration of 8 s. The source is a moment tensor of strike 0◦, dip 90◦ and rake 0◦ and scalar moment M0 = 1018 N.m located at x =








where H(t) is the Heaviside distribution and where τ = 0.045 s.
A seismic recording station is located at x = 10000 m and y = 10000 m at the surface of the model (z = 0 m). It records the three
components of the velocity vector, with the X axis of the grid oriented towards the East, Y towards the North, and Z up. CPML absorbing
layers with a thickness of 10 grid points are implemented on all the edges of the grid except the free surface. In some cases below we will
also run a simulation with a thickness of 16 grid points for the CPML and show that on a GPU it is actually faster than when using 10 grid
points.
Let us first validate the GPU single-precision implementation of our finite-difference code by comparing the results to an existing
and already validated (Aochi & Douglas 2006) serial single-precision implementation in C for a classical processor core. In Figure 5 we
compare the time evolution of the three components of the velocity vector recorded at the seismic station. The two sets of seismograms
for each component are visually almost identical, and the absolute difference amplified by a factor of 5,000 is small, which validates the
implementation on the GPU. Very small differences are observed owing to the fact that the GPU and CPU implementations perform the
operations in a different order, which results in a different roundoff. Also, single precision arithmetic on current GPU hardware is not fully
compliant with the IEEE-754 s23e8 standard because of slightly higher errors (ulp–units in last place), the lack of denormalization and
rounding that always occurs to zero. This may result in additional very small differences between operations performed on a GPU and on a
CPU. Let us note that it will not be the case any more of the FERMI hardware of NVIDIA, which is fully IEEE-754 compliant (NVIDIA
Corporation 2009b).
Let us now study the performance of the GPU code running on a single GPU and compare it to the performance of the CPU code
running on a single CPU. Let us start with a 8800 GTX card. We determined experimentally that out of the 768 megabytes of memory that
are installed on that GPU, approximately 708 megabytes are available to the user. The largest grid that we can thus use has a size of 384 ×
328 × 52 points because when run with CPMLs with a thickness of 16 points it requires 700 megabytes of memory on the GPU to store the
model and all the finite-difference arrays; with CPMLs with a thickness of 10 points this reduces to 655 megabytes.
We compile the reference serial C code with the GNU gcc compiler version 3.4.6 with option -O3, and the code for the GPU with the
standard NVIDIA nvcc compiler of CUDA version 2.2. We also compiled the code with the Portland pgcc compiler, but in the case of our
single-precision application GNU gcc resulted in faster code and we thus selected it. The total elapsed time to perform the simulation (being
the only user on the machine, to avoid interferences with other jobs running and belonging to other users) is 6656 s for the CPU code running
on one CPU core and 177 s for the GPU code running on one GPU.
It is uneasy to define the acceleration factor, also called ‘speedup’, that one can get by resorting to using GPUs. There is currently a
debate in the computer science community about how this can or should be done, and there is no unique definition. The easiest possibility
is to define it as the ratio between the time spent running the whole simulation on a single CPU core and the time spent running the same
simulation on a single GPU. But one can then argue that modern compute nodes have several CPUs, and that each of these CPUs contains
several CPU cores, which are not used in that definition. Therefore, another possible definition of the speedup is the ratio between the time
spent running the whole simulation on all the CPU cores of a compute node and the time spent running the same simulation on all the GPUs
installed on that compute node; this requires having two parallel codes, one that can run on multiple CPUs and another one that can run on
multiple GPUs. A third definition uses a mixed (often called ‘hybrid’) model by taking the ratio between the time spent running the whole
simulation on all the CPU cores of a compute node and the time spent running the same simulation on all the GPUs plus all the CPU cores
(simultaneously) installed on that compute node; i.e., using all the resources available on a compute node in both cases, with ot without the
GPUs. But that requires designing a parallel GPU code that can use multiple GPUs but also do part of the calculations on the multiple CPUs
and CPU cores on which these GPUs are installed (hence the name ‘hybrid calculation’). Designing such a hybrid code is complex. Each of
these possible definitions has advantages and drawbacks; some are more favorable to the GPU technology while others are more favorable
to the CPU technology. Here for simplicity we use the first definition: the ratio between the time spent on a single CPU core and the time
spent on a single GPU. The difficulty to define the acceleration factor comes from the fact that one compares two very different hardware
technologies (CPU and GPU) and programming philosophies, which in addition can be mixed in hybrid models. Furthermore, compilers
for CPUs and for GPUs are also very different. Moreover, for a given CPU different compilers can lead to significantly different reference
execution times. In addition, giving speedup values alone is probably not sufficient because, when comparing two different technologies, one
should also compare the manpower involved in code development (which is currently generally higher for GPUs) as well as electrical energy
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consumption (which is also currently higher for PCs equipped with graphics accelerators). As a result, in general speedup values should be
considered with caution.
With the first definition above, the speedup obtained for our application is 6656 / 177 = 38×. In Table 2 we also show performance
results for thicker, i.e., more accurate CPML layers having a thickness of 16 grid points because multiples of 16 give significantly more
efficient memory accesses on the GPU as seen above. Indeed we observe that the GPU code with thicker CPMLs is faster and has a higher
speedup (51×) than when 10 grid points are used. For comparison we also show the case with no CPML absorbing layers, for which we
get a speedup of 38×. The speedup is very high in the three cases, but it depends on the thickness of the CPML and on the size of the grid.
Because we decompose the domain into slices of size 16×8 in the two horizontal directions, each block of threads is in charge of computing
one of these slices. Thus, if the thickness of the CPMLs is exactly 16, all the half-warps of the thread blocks that are in charge of computing
the CPMLs are non divergent, i.e., all the threads of that half-warp perform the same number of calculations. We therefore get maximum
performance when the thickness of the CPMLs is a multiple of 16 and when the number of points of the grid is a multiple of 16 along X and
of 8 along Y .
Let us now analyze the so-called ‘strong scaling’ of the GPU code, defined as the variation of the total time needed to run the application
on the GPU when the number of grid points, i.e., the amount of work to perform, is increased linearly. Ideally the strong scaling curve should
thus be linear. In order to avoid measuring the influence of divergent warps, i.e., in order to measure scaling only, we perform all the
measurements with CPML layers having a thickness of 16 grid points, i.e., the best case of Table 2. In Figure 6, we plot the execution time
of the code on the GPU as a function of the number of points along Z. We observe that when the number of grid points along the Z axis of
the grid increases the execution time varies almost linearly, i.e., scaling is almost perfect.
In Figure 7 we represent the variation of the time spent by each block of threads to compute its share of the calculations on the GPU
when the number of thread blocks varies along the X and Y axes of the grid. To do so, we make the total size of the model vary along the
X and Y axes but keep a constant size for each block of threads, and we also use only model sizes that are multiples of the size of the basic
thread blocks in order to keep all threads active. In Figure 7 we therefore express the total size of each grid axis equivalently as a number
of thread blocks. Since the size of each thread block and thus the number of calculations that it performs does not vary, in an ideal case
we should get a flat surface. But in practice performance per block is higher when we use more blocks, i.e., a larger finite-difference grid,
because the scheduler of the GPU graphics card then has more opportunities to overlap the latency of accesses of blocks to global memory
by calculations performed by other blocks that are ready to start computing (i.e., that are already done accessing global memory). However,
despite the coalesced memory accesses that we implemented, scaling along X is not regular and suffers from moderate variations that are
likely due to undocumented hardware requirements.
To show that speedup values can greatly vary and are sensitive to many factors, let us perform a few similar measurements on a GT200
card. We use the grid composed of 540 × 484 × 189 points that requires 3.9 gigabytes of GPU memory. We run two sets of simulations: a
first set with CPML layers that have a thickness of 10 grid points (thus 12.57% of the grid points are located in CPML layers) and a second
set with no CPMLs. To study the sensitivity of speedup measurements to the compilers used, we run the CPU code twice: first compiled
with the GNU gcc compiler (with options -O3 -fno-trapping-math) and second compiled with the Intel icc compiler (with options -O3 -ftz).
For the GT200 GPU we use the NVIDIA nvcc compiler (with no particular option, because optimal options are selected automatically). As
above, we make measurements over a total of 1000 time steps. In the case of CPML layers with a thickness of 10 points, the total duration
of the run is 42,023 seconds on a CPU core with the GNU gcc compiler, 13,326 seconds on a CPU core with the Intel icc compiler, and 770
seconds on a GPU. Thus, with the first definition above, the speedup is 42023 / 770 = 54.6x and 13326 / 770 = 17.3x, respectively. When we
do not implement CPML layers, the total duration of the run is 20,941 seconds on a CPU core with the GNU gcc compiler, 10,475 seconds
on a CPU core with the Intel icc compiler, and 360 seconds on a GPU. The speedup is then 20941 / 360 = 58.2x and 10475 / 360 = 29.1x,
respectively.
Let us now analyze the behavior of the code when several GPUs are used simultaneously. We use 4, 6, 8, 9, 12, 16, 20, or 25 GT200
GPUs, each managed by a different CPU processor core, i.e., we also use 4, 6, 8, 9, 12, 16, 20, or 25 CPU cores. Communications between
the different CPU cores are handled based upon MPI message passing, as explained in Section 3.3.
In Figure 8 we first perform a so-called ‘weak scaling’ test, i.e., a performance scaling test in which the amount of work to perform
per GPU is kept approximately constant. Each CPU core + GPU thus handles a 4 GB mesh slice and we increase the number of GPUs
that participate in the calculation, which implies that we increase the total size of the mesh. Such a weak scaling test allows one to see
if communications between nodes are effectively overlapped with calculations on the GPUs, in which case ideally the weak scaling curve
should be flat (i.e., the performance level should remain constant when more nodes participate in the calculation because the amount of work
to perform on each node remains approximately constant). In Figure 9 we then perform a so-called ‘strong scaling’ test, i.e., the total size
of the mesh is now kept constant when more nodes participate in the calculation, which implies that the size of the mesh handled by each
GPU decreases. Let us mention that in these scaling tests we do not include CPML absorbing layers because in these layers a significantly
different (higher) number of operations is performed (to solve more equations), which would result in an imbalance between nodes and thus
measurements that would be very difficult to interpret.
We observe that the weak scaling is very good, whereas the strong scaling is not as good because when we use 25 GPUs for instance
instead of 4 for a model size of 4 GB, each node computes a model of size 160 MB only, which is far too small for the GPU to use all its
resources efficiently enough; and let us recall that in Figure 7 we have also shown that performance is sensitive to the size of the model
along X and Y . In these tests, we measured a maximum of 1.5% of elapsed time spent waiting for communications, i.e., wasted in the
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MPI Wait() function of Figure 4. This time fluctuates between 0% and 1.5%, even for the small 160 MB case, which leads us to say that
communications seem to be efficiently overlapped, and almost negligible in practice. All the operations that have been added in Figure 4
to manage the creation, transfer and update of the MPI communication buffers take a total of about 0.5% of elapsed time, which is also
negligible in practice.
5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have accelerated a three-dimensional finite-difference wave propagation code by a factor between about 20 and 60 compared to a serial
implementation using either one or several NVIDIA GPU graphics cards and the CUDA programming language. We have simulated seismic
wave propagation in the heterogeneous elastic case, using CPML absorbing layers on the fictitious edges of the grid and implementing
the finite-difference parallelization technique for GPUs of Micikevicius (2009), with the additional use of texture fetching in CUDA to
compensate for the lack of shared memory on the graphics card, and with the use of message passing (MPI) when several GPUs are used in
parallel.
We have shown that the GPU code is accurate by comparing our results to results obtained by running the same simulation on a CPU
core.
Let us mention that due to the fact that the seismic wave equation written in velocity vector and stress tensor has the same second-order
linear hyperbolic form as Maxwell’s equations written in E and B (or H) vectors, the GPU implementation presented can be applied to
Maxwell’s equations as well in a straightforward fashion.
We have mentioned that more calculations are performed in the CPML layers because more equations with more terms need to be
computed there, and therefore on a parallel machine with a multi-GPU setup and MPI communications used between nodes of the cluster
significant load balancing issues may arise. They may slow down the whole code, which synchronizes on the slowest computing element.
In future work a possible solution would be to resort to domain decomposition with different weights assigned to CPML grid points and to
regular grid points.
In future work we would also like to use the OpenCL programming language (see for instance Kirk & Hwu (2010)) instead of CUDA
to make the code portable to non-NVIDIA hardware, including multi-core systems. Other options to investigate could be the use of compiler
directives, somewhat similar to the philosophy of OpenMP, or higher-lever programming environments. Examples are the HMPP directives
(Dolbeau et al. 2007), the StarSs project (Planas et al. 2009), StarPU (Augonnet et al. 2009) and S GPU (Genovese et al. 2009). Another
interesting issue to analyze would be how the new GPU architecture from NVIDIA, which is called the ‘Fermi’ (NVIDIA Corporation 2009b),
may help to improve performance, in particular because this chip almost quadruples the amount of shared memory per multiprocessor and
has a coherent memory cache.
Regarding the seismic wave equation itself, attenuation (viscoelasticity) should be added, which is easy to do in finite-difference codes
in the time domain based upon so-called memory variables (see e.g. Kristek & Moczo (2003); Moczo & Kristek (2005); Martin & Komatitsch
(2009)).
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Term Explanation
Host The Central Processing Unit (CPU), i.e., a classical processor (in our case, one core of a
multicore processor).
Device The Graphics Processing Unit (GPU), i.e., the graphics card.
Kernel A function executed in parallel on the device.
Thread block A set of threads with common access to a shared memory area– all the threads within a
block can be synchronized.
Grid A set of thread blocks - a kernel is executed on a grid of thread blocks.
Warp A group of 32 threads executed concurrently on a multiprocessor of the GPU.
Multiprocessor occupancy The ratio of the actual number of active warps on a multiprocessor to the maximum number
of active warps allowed.
Global memory Uncached off-chip DRAM memory.
Shared memory High-performance on-chip register memory, limited to 16 kB on the hardware we use.
Constant memory A read-only region of device memory with faster access times and a cache mechanism.
Coalesced memory ac-
cesses
Simultaneous GPU global memory accesses coalesced into a single contiguous, aligned
memory access at the scope of a half-warp.
Table 1. Glossary of some terms used in CUDA programming and in this article. For more details the reader is referred to the CUDA documentation NVIDIA
Corporation (2009a) and GPU/CUDA conference tutorials (see e.g. http://gpgpu.org/developer).
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CPML thickness 0 10 16
CPU time (s) 3840 6656 8320
GPU time (s) 100 177 162
Speedup 38 38 51
Table 2. Speedup with respect to a serial implementation obtained when running the three-dimensional finite-difference code on one GPU instead of one CPU
core, i.e., ratio between the total time spent running the code on a CPU core and the total time spent running the code on a GPU. The grid is composed of 384
× 328× 52 grid points. We perform the measurement for a grid with CPML absorbing layers that have a thickness of 10 grid points, which is a classical value
used on CPUs. We also perform the measurement with thicker, i.e., more accurate CPML layers having a thickness of 16 grid points because multiples of 16
give significantly more efficient memory accesses on the GPU. Indeed we observe that the GPU code with thicker CPMLs is faster than when 10 grid points













Figure 1. Elementary grid cell of the three-dimensional staggered spatial finite-difference method based on Madariaga (1976) used classically to discretize
the equations of elastodynamics, using the components of the velocity vector v and of the symmetric stress tensor σ as unknowns. The unknowns are defined
at grid points or half way between grid points depending on the component and of the grid axis considered. For Maxwell’s equations a similar staggered grid
was introduced by Yee (1966).
Figure 2. Illustration of the spatial stencil of the three-dimensional fourth-order finite-difference operator used to approximate spatial derivatives by a discrete
difference between adjacent grid points, after discretization of the model in a grid with elementary grid cells as in Figure 1.
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Figure 3. (Left) Three-dimensional block of 8 × 8 × 8 = 512 grid points (dark gray) and its ‘halo’ of 6 × 8 × 8 × 2 = 768 grid points (light gray) that
need to be loaded from global memory to shared memory to implement a finite-difference calculation on the GPU by a block of 512 CUDA threads based on
the stencil of Figure 2 and on an intuitive decomposition into a cubic distribution of threads. (Right) Two-dimensional tile of 8× 16 = 128 grid points (dark
gray) and its two-dimensional ‘halo’ of 8× 2× 2 + 16× 2× 2 = 96 grid points (light gray) that need to be loaded from global memory to shared memory
by this block of 128 threads when the more efficient two-dimensional approach introduced by Micikevicius (2009) is used. We have not drawn the additional
halo of 8 × 16 × 2 × 2 = 512 grid points located in front and behind this tile because it does not need to be stored in shared memory, it can much more
efficiently be stored in registers organized in a pipeline fashion, taking advantage of the fact that access to these registers is extremely fast.
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Figure 4. Implementation of asynchronous (i.e., non blocking) message-passing MPI communications to allow for overlapping of communication time between
the compute nodes with calculations performed on the GPUs. The white boxes are executed on each CPU core, while the filled boxes are launched on each
GPU. In the velocity-stress finite-difference algorithm there are two main computation kernels: a first to compute the stress tensor based on the components of
the velocity vector, and a second to compute the velocity vector based on the components of the stress tensor. We thus use this communication pattern twice at



































































Figure 5. Time evolution of the X (top left), Y (top right) and Z (bottom) components of the velocity vector recorded at the seismic receiver with our GPU
/ CUDA implementation on one GPU (solid lines) and with the reference CPU / C language implementation of Aochi & Douglas (2006) on one CPU (dotted
lines). The two sets of seismograms for each component are visually almost identical, which validates the implementation on the GPU. Tiny differences appear
owing to the fact that the GPU and CPU implementations perform the operations in a different order, which results in a different roundoff. But the third set of
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Figure 6. Strong scaling of the GPU three-dimensional finite-difference code running on a single GPU as a function of the number of points along Z, i.e.,
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Figure 7. Scaling of the GPU three-dimensional finite-difference code running on a single GPU as a function of the number of thread blocks along the X and
Y axes of the grid, i.e., variation of the time spent by each block of threads to compute its share of the calculations on the GPU when the number of thread
blocks varies. The size of each thread block and thus the number of calculations that it performs does not vary, therefore in an ideal case we should get a flat
surface. Here, despite the coalesced memory accesses that we implemented, scaling along X is not regular and suffers from moderate variations that are likely
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Figure 8. Weak scaling test, i.e., performance scaling test in which the amount of work to perform per GPU is kept approximately constant. Each CPU core
+ GPU handles a 4 GB mesh and we increase the number of GPUs that participate in the calculation. Ideally the weak scaling curve should be flat; here the
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Figure 9. Strong scaling test, i.e., the total size of the mesh is kept constant when more nodes participate in the calculation. Therefore the size of the mesh
slice handled by each GPU decreases. Ideally strong scaling should be linear (solid straight line), but in practice the amount of calculations performed per
GPU becomes too small when a large number of GPUs is used, thus reducing measured performance (line with symbols).
